CANNON DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

New Hire

CannonDesign is thrilled to share Kevin Nyhoff has joined its team as a design principal in its San Diego office. A remarkable design leader, Kevin has consistently shaped dynamic, meaningful, sustainable and award-winning projects across essentially every market typology in his 28+ years in practice. In his new role, he'll work to nourish CannonDesign’s Living-Centered Design approach as he guides projects and teams in San Diego, across California and nationally.

Kevin Nyhoff may be reached at https://www.linkedin.com/in/kevinnyhoff/ or (619) 398-0215

THE ROBERT GREEN COMPANY

REAL ESTATE

New Hire

The Robert Green Company (RGC), a San Diego based real estate company, announces the appointment of Bruce Maize as Chief Operating Officer of Robert Green Residential. Maize brings over 35 years of homebuilding and development experience and is now responsible for the branded residential development of SilverRock Resort in La Quinta, Calif. Once complete, Robert Green’s newest project will tout 25 branded single-family homes and 55 branded condominiums serviced by two renowned hotels. Prior to joining RGC, Maize held the position of Chief Operating Officer at The Alli Group. RGC is known for developing the first Pendry Hotel in San Diego.

TRUVIAN

HEALTH CARE

New Hire

Truvian appoints Vernon Trimble to Senior Vice President, Regulatory and Quality. Vernon has over 25 years of experience in the medical device and pharmaceutical industries, where he provided strategic leadership for regulatory strategy, agency interactions, and product submissions. Prior to joining Truvian, Vernon served as the Vice President of Regulatory Affairs, Quality Assurance, and Global Trade Compliance in Thermo Fisher Scientific’s Clinical Diagnostic Division. Prior to Thermo Fisher, Vernon held executive roles at Alphatec Spine, Respironics (acquired by Philips Healthcare), and Smiths Medical. He holds an M.B.A. from Maryville University and a M.S. in Regulatory Affairs from San Diego State University.

Truvian appoints Adam Segale to Vice President of Operations. Adam has over 15 years of experience leading teams across engineering, lean, production, supply chain, maintenance, and quality functions in the cardio, peripheral, and neurovascular spaces. As an industrial engineer, Lean Leader, and Black Belt, Adam is focused on continuously improving manufacturing and reducing waste to achieve key milestones. Prior to Truvian, he managed the manufacturing of complex medical devices at Boston Scientific, Covidien, and MicroVention. Adam holds a B.S. in Industrial Engineering from Iowa State University.

TAYLOR DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

New Hire

Enrique Ceniceros, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, has just joined Taylor Design as Science and Technology Studio Director. Throughout his 28-year career, Enrique has established himself as an expert in the adaptive reuse of commercial and historic structures into state-of-the-art research and manufacturing facilities. His work encompasses a broad range of projects, including higher education research and learning environments, bio-pharmaceutical facilities, biomedical R&D laboratories, commercial R&D facilities, manufacturing facilities and engineering laboratories. Enrique earned a Bachelor of Architecture degree from California Polytechnic University, Pomona. Previously, the Regional Leader for Science and Technology for HOK in Los Angeles, he can be reached at eceniceros@wearetaylor.com.
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